
TARGET COMMUNITY:
The community I have chosen for my project is the disenfranchised day-worker community 
in former Kamagasaki, Osaka Japan.  The community consists of an estimated 25,000 elderly, 
with an approximation of 1,300 who are homeless; these former day-labourers live in precari-
ous conditions without stable employment often residing in cheap motels, internet cafes, train 
shelters, state-run shelters, or makeshift shelters on a day-to-day basis (McCurry 2008).  With-
out a permanent address to access pension benefits upwards of 786,500 yen a year (Japanese 
National Pension System), this community of working men survive on an rough 49,000 yen a 
month (Matthew Marr 2000, 12), or $471 USD.  While the state has certain support programs 
in place to provide meals and shelter for this community, state-run shelters only allow resi-
dents to stay for a maximum of six months before they are evicted if unable to procure employ-
ment (Far East Star 2012, 5).  To compound their situation, homeless day-workers are held in 
low-regard and often shunned in Japanese society, many times resulting in incidents of abuse 
where homeless men are beaten and sometimes burned within their makeshift shelters in acts 
of “cleansing” (Far East Star 2012, 6).  

Fortunately, there have been and continue to be many efforts and programs to aid these el-
derly day-workers.  Of the many, a few include job-skill upgrading and seeking programs such 
as the Hub Chari Project that helps bring other means of employment for those unskilled in 
the community by dealing with illegally parked bikes (Omae 2013), a project that has hired 
52 homeless people to bring bikes to designated parking and bike maintenance and helped 
provide reliable work experience and reference for employees to move to other higher paying 
jobs.  There are also numerous housing initiatives to provide those in the community with af-
fordable permanent and temporary housing and age-appropriate housing, such as the KCRF’s 
Short Stay Assistance program and Supportive Housing program (KCRF).  

PROPOSAL:
While there are many more problems within the disenfranchised Kamagasaki community such 
as drug addiction, physical and metal ailments among others, a recurring and overarching 
theme is the stability of shelter/residence.  While there are seemingly many shelter and resi-
dence options, many of those are short term, with main-stream affordable option being unat-
tainable for day-laborers because of the need of a guarantor and a security deposit, and even 
makeshift shelters often displaced by yearly park and street festivals.  Thus, to address the 
issue of stable long-term living, I plan to adopt a similar model to KCRF’s Supportive Housing, 
where residents will not have to go through the customary security deposit or need for a guar-
antor, but are instead able to directly access affordable housing so as to utilize social benefits as 
quickly as possible after registering with a permanent address.  By increasing the availability of 
long-term housing, elderly day-workers will not have to suffer the set-backs of rough sleeping 
in between jobs and be able to transition more quickly into a stable life of self-reliance with the 
aid of pension and other social benefits. 

 In order to address the issue of affordable long-term living, my design creates compact pre-fab-
ricated wood-structure housing along the Shinimamiya railway line that also seeks to reinter-
pret the image of Kamagasaki’s day-workers in the neighbourhood towards a more respectful 
and understanding position.  Hopefully, elements of green design will also help with the phys-
ical health of both the residents and the surrounding area through air filtration as there are a 
large number of day-workers suffering from TB and a high correlation of other pulmonary dis-
eases linked to car pollutants.  This compact linear design is well adapted for dense urban areas 
as it can be placed along  most low-traffic or vacant double lane streets after closing off one of 
the lanes.
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GENERAL VENTILATION PLAN

Central ventilator 

By using the stair well, which is made up of permeable plant-mounted membranes, as 
the air intake for the central ventilation, the plant foilage acts as a air filter and tempera-
ture gradient that both enhances the air quality for the residnets and reduces electricity 
costs for heating and cooling.
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FINANCIAL PLAN 

Since my design will be built using standard wood prefabrication techniques while in compliance with standard 

Japanese building codes, I will be referring to the Turner & Townsend “International Construction Cost Survey” 

from 2012 as an estimator for the costs of building.   

As a three story building, this design can be considered as a medium-standard detached house and its cost can be 

approximated by a calculation of internal area multiplied by a unit price of 201,500 yen: 

Cost = 128.52 m
2
   201,500 yen/ m

2
 = 25,896,780* 

 *approximately a quarter million USD 

The annual earnings for a single resident can be calculated from an approximate daily earning in addition to annual 

pension benefits: 

Annual Earnings = 588,000 yen salary + 786,500 yen pension = 1,374,500 yen 

The portion of earnings that can be contributed to paying for the cost of the house can be calculated by 

subtracting annual utility fees and food costs from annual earnings: 

Contributable earnings annually = 1,374,500 yen – 337,890 yen utilities – 288,000 yen food costs    

  = 748,610 yen 

As there can be a maximum of 8 residents in the house, the total earnings contributable to paying off the house 

are: 

Total annual contribution = 8   748,610 yen = 5,988,880 yen 

As such, the number of years it will ideally take to pay back the cost of the house will be: 

Time taken for payment (years) = 25,896,780   5,988,880 = 4.3 years 

While this of course relies on favourable economic conditions and a relatively stable income as well as a residence 

entirely of pension-receivable residents, and many other ideal conditions, such a short time period of under 10 

years points to an affordable design for the Kamagasaki day-worker community.   
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